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Disclaimer
This document comprises a presentation (“Presentation”) which has been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of GAN plc (“GAN” or the “Company”). Where used in this document, "Presentation" shall mean and include the slides that follow, the oral
presentation of the slides by the Company's officers on behalf of the Company, any question and answer session that follows that oral presentation, hard copies of this document and any materials distributed at, or in connection with, this presentation.
This Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any
contract or commitment whatsoever or constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity in the United Kingdom, the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, inducement or sale would be unlawful prior to
registration, exemption from registration or qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. No part of this Presentation, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or
investment decision whatsoever. Any decision to purchase securities of the Company must be made solely on the basis of the information gained from the recipients' own investigations and analysis of the Company. The information in this Presentation is
subject to update, revision, and/or amendment without notice. Reliance on this Presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.
The content of this Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). This Presentation, therefore is being communicated for information purposes only to a
very limited number of persons and companies. This Presentation is only being given to the following types of person:(A) in member states of the European Economic Area, to persons who are "qualified investors" within the meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the
Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC as amended (including amendments by Directive 2010/73/EU to the extent implemented in the relevant member state)); (B) in the United Kingdom to persons (i) persons reasonably believed by the Company to be
investment professionals within the meaning of Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (“FPO”); (ii) persons reasonably believed by the Company to be to high net worth companies or
unincorporated associations within the meaning of Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the FPO; (iii) qualified investors within the meaning of Section 86(7) of FSMA purchasing as principal or in circumstances described in Section 86(2) of FSMA; (iv) persons who are
certified sophisticated investors within the meaning of Article 50 of the FPO; (v) persons who are market counterparties or intermediate customers in accordance with the FCA Handbook of Rules and Guidance; and (vi) any other persons to whom it may
otherwise lawfully be communicated). If you are a certified sophisticated investor within the meaning of Article 50 of the FPO, you must have: (a) a current certificate, signed by a person authorised for the purposes of FSMA, to the effect that you are
sufficiently knowledgeable to understand the risks associated with the type of investment described in this presentation; and (b) signed a statement (within the last 12 months) in the terms set out in Article 50(1)(b) of the FPO.; (C) outside the US to non-US
persons (as defined in Regulation S) in reliance upon Regulation S; (D) in the United States to persons reasonably believed to be "qualified institutional buyers" as defined in Rule 144A under the Securities Act who are also "qualified purchasers" as defined in
Section 2(a)(51) of the Investment Company Act; and (E) otherwise, to persons to whom it may otherwise be lawful to communicate it to (each a “Relevant Person”). No other person should act or rely on this document and persons distributing this document
must satisfy themselves that it is lawful to do so. By accepting this document you represent, warrant and agree that you are a Relevant Person. If you are not a Relevant Person you should not have received this Presentation and please return the Presentation
to an officer of the Company or to the Company's registered office as soon as possible and take no other action. By accepting this Presentation you represent and warrant that you are a Relevant Person and agree to be bound by the limitations and conditions
set out herein.
This Presentation is private and confidential, is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, further distributed or published, or disclosed, in whole or in part by you or any other person. Any unauthorised disclosure of any
information in it by any recipient of the Presentation may constitute a criminal offence. Nothing in this Presentation constitutes investment advice and any recommendations that may be contained herein have not been based upon a consideration of the
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. Solicitations resulting from this Presentation will only be responded to if the person concerned is a Relevant Person.
This Document is confidential and should not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed, in whole or in part, to any other person at any time without the prior written consent of the Company. This Document is made available for information purposes only.
By accepting this Document, the recipient agrees not to approach any of the Company’s shareholders or directors or any employees, agents, suppliers, customers or landlords involved in the Company's business, without the prior consent of the Company.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, its advisers or any of their respective parent or subsidiary undertakings, the subsidiary undertakings of any such parent undertakings or any of the directors,
officers or employees of any such person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any person for such information or opinions. No person has been
authorised to give any information or make any representations other than those contained in this Presentation and, if given and/or made, such information or representations must not be relied upon as having been so authorised. The contents of this
Presentation are not to be construed as legal, financial or tax advice.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this Presentation, nor on its completeness. Any reliance on this communication could potentially expose you to a significant risk of losing all the property invested by you
or the incurring by you of additional liability. Potential investors are advised to seek expert advice before making any investment decision.
J&E Davy (“Davy”), which is regulated in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom, is the Company’s nominated adviser, ESM adviser and broker for the purpose of the AIM
Rules and ESM Rules. Davy’s responsibilities as the Company’s nominated adviser under the AIM Rules and ESM adviser under the ESM Rules are and will be owed solely to the London Stock Exchange plc and Irish Stock Exchange plc, respectively, and are not
owed to the Company or to any Director or any other person and Davy will not be responsible to any other person for providing the protections afforded to customers of Davy nor for providing advice in relation to the arrangements described in this
Presentation.
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken, released, published, distributed or transmitted, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, into or within: (i) the United States of America or its territories or possessions (the “United States” or “US”), or to
any US Person as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) (the “Securities Act”), including US resident corporations or other entities organised under the laws of the United States or any state thereof or non-United
States branches or agencies of such corporations or entities, except as permitted under the Securities Act or to any US Person to whom this Presentation may be lawfully distributed in reliance on an exemption from registration that is available under the
Securities Act and by persons authorised to do so, or (ii) Australia, Japan, South Africa or Canada, or any other jurisdiction which prohibits the same except in compliance with applicable securities laws. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may
constitute a violation of United States or other national securities law. This Presentation does not constitute or form a part of any offer or solicitation to purchase or subscribe for securities in the United States, Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of South
Africa, or in any jurisdiction in which such offers or sales are unlawful. The Company's ordinary shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act or qualified for sale under the law of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States,
and may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Neither the United States Securities and Exchange Commission nor any securities
regulatory body of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, nor any securities regulatory body of any other country or political subdivision thereof, has approved or disapproved of the Company’s ordinary shares or passed on the accuracy or
adequacy of the contents of this Presentation. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful.
Certain statements included in this Presentation contain forward-looking information concerning GAN’s strategy, operations, financial performance or condition, outlook, growth opportunities or circumstances in the sectors or markets in which GAN operates.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve uncertainty because they depend on future circumstances, and relate to events, not all of which are within the Company's control or can be predicted by the Company. Although the Company believes that
the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, no assurance can be given that such expectations will prove to have been correct. Actual results could differ materially from those set out in the forward-looking statements. The
forward-looking statements made in this Presentation relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made. Nothing in this Presentation should be construed as a profit forecast and no part of these results constitutes, or shall be taken to
constitute, an invitation or inducement to invest in GAN, and must not be relied upon in any way in connection with any investment decision. Except as required by law, the Company undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement.
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H1 Overview

GAN is a B2B SaaS Company serving the Gambling Industry
$

At a Glance
As on September 27, 2018

92% of GAN’s
revenue in H1 was
recurring in
nature.

GAN grew Gross
Income +28% YoY in
H1…and
top-line growth is
accelerating.

61% of Net
Revenue derived
from the US, 38%
from Italy in H1

GAN is a USfocused company,
with additional
operations in UK
Italy & Israel.

Ticker

GAN

Exchange

LSE

Price

63.5p

Shares

85.0M

Mkt. Cap

£54.0M

Net Cash

£5.1M

GAN is a growing, recurring revenue, high-margin, US-focused enterprise
SaaS business serving many of the largest US casino operators.
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H1 2018 | Key Themes

Capital
Raised
§ Enables

Capital
Deployed

Sports
Betting

§ Costs deployed in

§ Provides upside

Significant

H1 to materialize

for the Immediate

Growth

into Revenue in

& Long Term

H2 and beyond

H1 capital raise has enabled GAN to rapidly expand resources and secure
both short and long term high margin US sports betting opportunities.
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H1 2018 | Operational Highlights

£7.5m

Equity Issuance1
RAISED
Expansion Capital

92%

Net Revenue
RECURRING
in H1 2018

+28%

Raised capital to
strengthen balance sheet &
significantly expand
engineering resources

Turned away potential new
clients, in order to focus on
delivering Sports betting to
existing client PaddyPower
Betfair’s FanDuel Group

Continued strong
growth from existing
Simulated Gaming
clients coast-to-coast,
New Jersey & Italy

-

-

balance sheet &
+ Debt-free
capacity for new clients in H2

Sports integration consumed
significant engineering resources

Gross Income2
GROWTH
in H1 2018

+

Demonstrates growth and stability
of underlying recurring revenues

Delivering Sports Betting to clients impacted H1 2018 revenues in the
short term as no new clients launched … but it was worth it
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1 GBP 7.5M raised in June 2018 by way of the Placing of 15M new shares at 50p each
2 Gross Income is a proxy for the total amount of Simulated Gaming gross revenues generated for all clients and Gross Gaming Revenue generated for real money gaming clients
3 PaddyPower Betfair plc’s Gross Gaming Revenues in New Jersey are excluded from Gross Income because of the contractual relationships between GAN, the client and their host casino
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Strategy

Our Strategy | Scaling to capture significant US opportunities

STOP turning away
new US business
Hire more engineers
in low-cost Bulgaria

STRENGTHEN
our balance sheet
Credibility to
serve major clients

RAISE our profile as
a US market leader
Increase visibility in
US casino Industry

INCREASE US
market share now
Opportunities will
pass, not pause

US SPORTS
opportunity in H2
GAN has now
delivered Sports to
iGaming clients

ECONOMIES of
scale increase
get more clients onto
GAN’s single
technology platform

CAPITALISE on
‘stored value’
GAN has built early
mover advantage in
the US

PA
PENNSYLVANIA
starts iGaming 2019
GAN is launching the
market leading PA
casino online

GAN is hiring resources in 2018 & H1 2019 to deliver on the
incrementally high-margin opportunities available in the US market.
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Financials

Half Year Financials

Gross Income
Net Revenues
Net Rev as % of GI
Clean EBITDA
Clean EBITDA %

Net Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents

Half Year Ended Half Year Ended
30-Jun-2018
30-Jun-2017
£'000
£'000
23,840
18,581
4,600
4,141
19%
22%
(467)
(10%)

24
1%

As at
30-Jun-2018
12,312
5,091

As at
30-Jun-2017
8,978
3,322

YOY Variance
£'000
%
5,259
28%
459
11%

(491)

2046%

3,334
1,769

37%
53%

§ Gross income1 of £23.8M increased by £5.3M YoY (2017: £18.6M)
§ Net revenues increased YoY by £0.5M (11%) to £4.6M (2017: £4.1M)
§ Clean EBITDA2 loss of £0.5m
§ Stronger Net Assets and Cash at June 2018 following oversubscribed capital raise
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1 Gaming revenue plus other net revenue
2 Clean EBITDA is a non GAAP company specific measure and excludes interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation, share based payment expense and other items which the directors consider to be non-recurring and
one time in nature.

2017 Financials | Analysis of Net Revenue

§ Net revenues increased YoY by £0.5M (11%) from £4.1M in H1 2017 to £4.6M in H1 2018
§ Real Money Gaming (RMG) revenues have increased to £2.5m including £2.1m of revenue share and £0.4m of development.
§ Simulated Gaming revenue share is up to £2.1m in H1 2018, from £1.8m in H1 2017. Associated game and platform development fees are down £0.3m
to £Nil.
§ Game and platform development revenue of £0.4M has decreased by £0.2M from 2017 due to 2017 client launches.
§ US remains the primary market but Italian revenues remain strong at 38% of Total Net Revenue
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2018 H1 Financials | Distribution and Administrative Expense
§ Overall cost base has increased to £7.6m compared to £6.5m in the prior period.
§ Distribution costs (excluding depreciation and amortisation) have increased year-on-year
§ Royalty expense related to distribution of third party content providers was £0.4m higher than the prior year
due to the higher associated revenues
§ Increases in technical infrastructure and regulatory testing have driven a £0.2m increase.

§ Administrative expenses have increased by £0.4m to £3.3m in H1 2018
§ Personnel and related expenditure has increased by £0.4M. This is due to increased staff levels in the Las
Vegas, Tel Aviv and Sofia offices to support the growth of new and existing contracts

Investment in Bulgaria throughout 2018 has delivered incremental technical
capability at ~40% the equivalent cost in the UK
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US Sports Betting

US Sports | A History
New Jersey
challenges the
Act, but gets
dismissed

2009

New Jersey
leads a petition
to SCOTUS to
hear the case

SCOTUS rules in a 7-2 decision
that PASPA commandeered
power from the States under the
Tenth Amendment and ruled 6-2
that PASPA as a whole was
unconstitutional

2016

New Jersey voters vote to
permit sports gambling

2011

2012

1992
SCOTUS passes the
Professional and Amateur
Sports Protection Act,
‘PASPA’, effectively outlawing
sports betting nationwide,
excluding Nevada, Delaware,
Montana and Oregon

MAY 2018

New Jersey passes law
to allow sports wagering
at on-site casinos and
racetracks

2014

New Jersey
repeals a former
State law that
banned sports
gambling

2017

SCOTUS accepts
the case and
begins hearing
oral arguments

US Supreme Court changed everything on May 14, 2018. Delivering
Sports betting became GAN’s #1 priority in 2018
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US Sports | Forecast Addressable Market
ANALYSTS’ FORECAST
WITHIN 5 YEARS …
§ 13x states will be legalized, with
yearly revenue of ~$4bn, according
to Deutsche Bank
§ 25x states will be legalized, with
yearly revenue of ~$3bn, according
to Gambling Compliance
§ 32x states will be legalized, with
yearly revenue
of ~$6bn, according
83%
to Eilers & Krejcik Gaming

The American Gaming
Association estimates
Americans wager $150 billion in
illegal sports bets every year

FULL-SCALE LEGALIZED SPORTS BETTING (4)
BILL PASSED (4)
BILL INTRODUCED BUT NOT PASSED (14)
NO BILL INTRODUCED

US Supreme Court changed everything on May 14, 2018. Delivering
Sports betting to clients became GAN’s #1 priority in 2018
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Prioritizing Sports Betting | 100% the right decision …

http://sportsbook.FanDuel.com

September 1, GAN launched Internet Sports betting for client
PaddyPower Betfair plc’s US business ‘FanDuel Group’
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Sports Betting | Super-charging our US Opportunity
One of UK’s Biggest Sports Betting
Operators is Now Online | Powered by GAN
§

April 18, 2018 | GAN announced a multi-year extension with PaddyPower
Betfair plc for the continued provision of its Platform in New Jersey

§

May 2018 | PPB acquires control of FanDuel for $158M cash

§

According to PPB2, FanDuel is has …
§

“Leading US sports brand with nationwide presence”

§

“7m registered customers with 1.3m active in 2017”

§

“c.84% of FanDuel customers bet on sports (source: FanDuel
internal customer research)”

§

August 2018 | Integration of IGT Sports completed by GAN

§

September 1, 2018 | FanDuel Group launches Internet sports betting on
Desktop & Mobile in New Jersey

$155m

Gross Sports Win1
NEW JERSEY
Online, First 12months
August 2018 – July 2019

$313m

Gross Gaming Revenue1
NEW JERSEY
Online, First 12months
August 2018 – July 2019

Key question: What market share is FanDuel Group capable of
winning in New Jersey?
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1 Regulus Partners forecast Gross Sports Win online in New Jersey during the first operational 12months (August 2018 – July 2019)
2 https://www.paddypowerbetfair.com/~/media/Files/P/Paddy-Power-Betfair/documents/view-analyst-presentation.pdf
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Outlook

2018 Outlook
Internet
Gambling
§

§

§

New Jersey Internet gaming market

§

Expanding technical delivery
capability in low-cost location -

to $295M

2018

Bulgaria - responding to demand surge

Launch of Internet Sports betting in New

§

Simulated Gaming through online/on-

subsidiary) exceeding expectations

property marketing activity targeted at

§

money Internet Gambling for Parx
Casino in early H1 2019

§

§

CY2018E revenue expectations
principally contingent on continued
rapid growth of Internet Sports betting

Increased patron engagement, retention
and monetization through Product

Overseas Internet Casino WinStar.com

Preparing to launch Pennsylvanian real

Gambling

patrons

Expected continued revenue growth of

targeting regulated European markets

in H1 2018 for real money Internet

Incremental opportunity to scale

Jersey for FanDuel Group (PPB’s US

for major US casino Chickasaw Nation
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§

of Choctaw Mississippi launching Q4

Casino in New Jersey

§

New Simulated Gaming client launch

estimated to grow by +20% YoY in 2018

BetfairCasino.com & Ocean Resort

§

Financial &
Operational

Simulated
Gaming

§

Record levels of Gross Income, Net

innovation (sweepstakes, LDTs) and

Revenue and EBITDA expected in

Predictive Analytics

CY2019E

Launch of AGS LLC slot games

§

~50% reduction in UK office costs

popular with casino patrons driving

implemented in H2 2018. Relocation

increased engagement and revenues

of all UK employees to City of London
offices in 2019 will further reduce UK
operating costs
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Appendices

Outlook | GAN Already in States that are Considering Regulation
Four US States Now Regulated
Regulation is a “Free Option”
§ In 2013 three States regulated in quick
succession: Nevada, Delaware, New Jersey (in
aggregate 12.8m people)
§ Pennsylvania (pop. 12.8m) enacted regulation
in October 2017. Market expected to commence
in H1 2019
§ GAN’s client in Pennsylvania is Parx Casino, a
market leader in the state
§ New York, Michigan, Massachusetts, and Illinois
are also considering regulation of internet
gambling
§ GAN has clients in New York and Michigan and
stands ready to upgrade any client in states that
decide to regulate
§ Internet gambling (Internet Gaming + Internet
Sports betting) in New Jersey and Pennsylvania
will demonstrate to other US States the potential
for a material new source of tax
Source: Eilers & Krejcik Research Sep-2017
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1 Regulus Partners forecast Gross Sports Win online in Pennsylvania during the first operational 12months (CY2019/20)

Pennsylvania pop. 12.7m

$200m Internet
Gaming Market
in the first 12months

+$189m1 from

Internet Sports
Betting post-PASPA

PA

What We Do | Enterprise Software Solutions
3x States
INTERNET
SPORTS if the laws
also permit, clients
Nationwide
INTERNET
launch Internet
GAMING once
sports betting
SIMULATED State laws change,
alongside their
GAMING before
clients use the
Internet gaming
State laws change, same software to
business
clients launch and launch Statewide
engage their
Internet gaming
existing customers (or launch ‘mobile (clients can also use this
online
online Sports betting
gaming’ inside the
4x States

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
we continuously develop our
enterprise software Platform
in UK, Bulgaria & Vegas,
responding to clients’
business needs and
developing features & games

80+
ENGINEERS
London UK, Sofia
Bulgaria & Las
Vegas Nevada

SERVERS
we deploy our
software Platform
on physical
computer servers
we install inside
various casinos

casino only, before
State laws change)

9x LOCATIONS
UK, Nevada, Maryland,
Oklahoma, New Jersey
(2x), Pennsylvania,
Alderney & Italy

solution to power their
retail in-casino sports
betting service)

23x CLIENTS
WORLDWIDE
US (13x), ITALY (9x)
& AUSTRALIA (1x)

GAN develops our software Platform and licenses it to Clients in return
for software licensing fees calculated as a % of their Internet revenues
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1 Gaming revenue plus other net revenue
2 Clean EBITDA is a non GAAP company specific measure and excludes interest, tax, depreciation, amortisation, share based payment expense and other items which the directors consider to be non-recurring and
one time in nature.

What is an Enterprise Software ‘Platform’?
For investors and Industry analysts:

Key Platform Functions
Account
Registration

Master Regulated
Gambling Account

Player Identity
Validation

Location
Verification

User Credential
Management

Account Login
Services

Payment Services
(Account Deposits
& Withdrawals)

Regulated Limits
Management

Transactional
History & Logging

Regulatory
Reporting

Financial &
Operating
Reporting

Gaming Content
Integrations

Sportsbook Module
Integration

Acquisition &
Retention
Marketing Tools

Other Analytics
and Ancillary
Services

“The core of a “Platform” from both a
technical and regulatory standpoint is the
Player Account Management System i.e.
where highly sensitive customer and player
activity data is stored and processed.
Other elements of Platform can include a
sportsbook transaction engine, gaming content
integrations, payment services, marketing
services, trading services and other ancillary
activities.
However, the core functionality to describe
B2B systems and services as a 'Platform' is the
Player Account Management System. This is
also the layer of B2B activity which tends to
require regulatory approval as a 'Platform'
since it is the focal point of data and player
security.
Therefore, without the Player Account
Management System, a service provider might
be offering very valuable B2B functionality but
not in the strictest sense a 'Platform’”
Source: Regulus Partners, an international
gambling advisory group

iBridge Framework™
US-Patented iBridge enables casino
operators’ patrons to automatically link their
on-property rewards account to their online
gambling account and receive reward points
triggered by their online activities.
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iSight Back Office™
iSight enables GAN’s clients to manage the
player’s account, monitor critical KPI’s, create
custom bonusing programs and provides realtime data visualization and predictive analytics.

Our History
2010

2013

Nov. 2013

2015

GAN signs Rank Group
plc as first client for
B2B Platform Services

NV and NJ regulate
online gaming,
creating an
opportunity for GAN

GAN IPOs with the
goal of becoming a
leading software
provider for Real
Money Gaming

GAN’s growth in
Simulated Gaming
accelerates, with
successful launches in
CA, MD, PA and NV

B2B

NV AND NJ

THE IPO

GROWTH

GAN launches record
number of new clients of
Simulated Gaming, secures
2ND real money client in NJ
and PA regulates iGaming
MOMENTUM

B2C

DELAWARE

NJ LAUNCH

THE PIVOT

RELOCATION

SCALING

2002

2012

2013

2014

2016

2018

Delaware legalizes
online gambling, but
the market is too
small for GAN to take
action

GAN launches Real
Money Gaming in
NJ for Betfair and
opens an office in
Las Vegas

Real Money Gaming does
not meet market
expectations due to
legislative delays – GAN
“pivots” to Simulated
Gaming in CT, NY, and
Parx Casino in PA

GAN’s CEO & CIO
re-locate to Las Vegas
to support the
continued growth of
Simulated Gaming

PASPA repealed,
launches Sports betting
in NJ, launches 2nd
client in NJ, prepares
for Pennsylvania

Commenced B2C
trading as
GameAccount.com,
and launches leading
skill games
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2017

What Customers Use | Websites & Apps

ONLINE CASINO
Mobile Website

SPORTS BETTING
Mobile App

SIMULATED GAMING
Mobile Website

www.BetfairCasino.com

(search ‘FanDuel Sportsbook’)

www.WinStarOnlineGaming.com

GAN typically develops the ‘front end’ which clients’ customers use to
gamble on any products enabled online by GAN’s Platform
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GAN Partners With Leading Content Providers

Casino Slots

…and many more

Tables, Keno & Video Poker

…and many more

Sports Betting

…and many more

GAN has published more gaming content for leading gaming manufacturers than any
other company in the sector and offers clients multiple Sports betting offerings.
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Strategic US Patent, a ‘Moat’ Around the US Business
GAN Has Patented* Its Platforms
§ Every US casino has a
Casino Management System
(CMS) deployed on-property
§ Majority of US casino
patrons hold reward (loyalty)
accounts within those CMS’
§ GAN received a US Patent in
2014: Only GAN’s Platform
can link a patron’s reward
account to their online
gambling accounts
§ GAN’s patent covers
integration of both social
casino gaming and real
money gambling with casino
loyalty programs (see right)

Presentation
Layer
112

Client device
105

Application
114

Queue
132
Web server

Network
140

Casino
Management
System
(CMS)

PIMS
116
Application
Server
110

150

130

Data store
160

Data store
120

GAN’s GameSTACK product is uniquely positioned to integrate
with all Casino Management Systems

*Patent No. US 8,821,296 B1

GAN has licensed the Patent 13 times for Simulated Gaming; and 3 times for real money Internet
gaming. US Patent licensing & enforcement started in H2 2018
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Outlook | Powering WinStar.com
The World’s Biggest Casino is Now
Online | Powered by GAN
§

GAN released WinStar.com in December 2017 and
commenced full marketing through new Israeli team ‘GAN
Digital’ on September 12, 2018

§

Culmination of our US strategy: To launch a US casino into
regulated Europe/RoW Internet casino markets

§

Featuring the flagship brand of the world’s biggest casino

WinStar World Casino and Resort, Oklahoma USA

property, in partnership with existing US Simulated Gaming
client Chickasaw Nation with $1bn+ in land-based casino
gaming revenues
§

Seven (7) year contract with $10m in annual
advertising/marketing investment by the client

§

Typical Industry Return on Advertising Spend (ROAS) is
1.5x – 2.5x marketing investment

§

Internet casinos can operate at 15% - 25% net income on
gross gaming revenues, at scale, in Europe / RoW

European Internet Gambling Market GBP (£) Billions1
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1 Eilers & Krejcik Research, March 2017

Outlook | Free Option on … Mobile On-property Gaming
1

2

ON-PROPERTY MOBILE
GAMING

OFF-PROPERTY SIMULATED
GAMING

WiFi
Network

Internet

TRIBAL LAND
ON-PROPERTY

OFF-PROPERTY

Selected Native American clients have invested to deploy the GameSTACK™ system on-property in
order to enable real money mobile gaming for patrons as well as Simulated Gaming
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Contact Information
Contact Name

Company

Dermot Smurfit, CEO

GAN

dsmurfit@GAN.com

+1 702 964 5777

Adam Prior, SVP

The Equity Group (US)

aprior@equityny.com

+1 212 371 8660

Paul Cornelius, Director

Walbrook (UK)

paul.cornelius@walbrookir.com

+44 20 7933 8794

John Frain/Barry Murphy

Davy

-

+353 1 679 6363

Neil Patel/Cameron Duncan

Liberum

-

+44 203 100 2000

GAN Market Makers
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2015 & 2016 & 2017 WINNERS, 2018 HIGHLY COMMENDED
EGR NORTH AMERICA

PLATFORM | FREEPLAY
SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
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